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In the bedrooms you will see large tawny rugs, also
wolves; the general impression is that wolves are grey,
miserable-looking specimens, though very fierce* Really
they are rather shy, and rarely attack human beings; the
idea that you bait for them with a squalling baby left
alone in a snow-bound cottage in the forest is also
mythical, as are those post-cards denoting sleighs at full
gallop pursued by hordes of wolves. Yet they have their
wolfish moments: only last winter wolves devoured
eight children, the first recorded human food in this area
for hundreds of years. It is believed that one wolf, having
tasted blood, was responsible for at least six of the other
victims.
They shoot wolves in the winter, the keepers and
peasants first marking them down into a patch of forest,
then ringing that area with a cable-drum and about three
miles of cord decorated with red and white tapes. The
wolves will never break through this cordon, and the
next day the beaters drive them out to the guns. The
Poles shoot them running (and wild boar, too) with
a ,22 rifle; they are fine shots and rarely miss.
Prince Radziwill himself is an expert at driven boar
and wolves, and will not bother to shoot small game
with a shot-gun, only caring about big game. He is a
man of fifty, in face rather like Lord Rosebery, heavily
built and not very tall; in the forest he moves as lightly
as an Indian, and is as good a hunter as any of his keepers.
He is justly proud of the elk on his estate; there are over
five hundred now, whereas in the year after the war the
herd was down to about six. The Government allows
him to kill about fourteen elk a year, the season lasting
for about a month only, around September, when you
"call" the bull elk in the mating time.

